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The answer at 1a dictates the rules of the game.
Rule 1 affects FIVE clues in both wordplay and grid entry.
Rule 2 affects FIVE other clues in both wordplay and grid entry.
Rule 3 disallows something which appears in the grid as an unbroken sequence of letters. These letters are omitted from
wordplay in FIVE clues whose answers pass through them.
One grid solution breaks Rule 1, another breaks Rule 2. Solvers may highlight these if they wish.

Across
1 United's strength reduced in historic European

game (4,1,6)

9 Architect furious about former part of Jodrell
Bank (9)

10 Topless companion's yearbook (5)

11 It's a qualification restricting each dimwit (7)

12 Funny farmyard animals on back of vehicle (7)

13 Homeless child with a condition (4)

14 Make lots of noise, protest, be a jerk (10)

18 Sedative drug can flipping destroy a girl (10)

19 'Dancing On Ice' competitor's sort of music - tango
(4)

21 Promotional gifts? Or Spooner's 17 joke? (4,3)

24 In general, why they say it isn't a good look (4,3)

26 Excellent sort of oil for garlic mayonnaise (5)

27 Self-important tramp rejected drink (9)

28 Change of public opinion, clearly beyond reason
(6,5)

Down
1 Judge, when taking exercise, wheezes (5)

2 Mrs Palin's crazy, with little time for fine details (4,5)

3 Copy the other's climbing for some high points (6)

4 Very dull part of Bali, due for redevelopment (9)

5 University in France said to have English academic (5)

6 A cloth cutter brought up to be tested (8)

7 US naturalist returned in triumph (4)

8 The most well-fed fruit fly? (8)

13 From which to drink whiskey, a single perhaps (4-4)

15 Shopkeeper may be right to feed explorer (9)

16 Joint offered by an operatic composer (9)

17 Person - witch - receives note by one in Germany (3,5)

20 Gap still won't close (6)

22 Leave doctor's surgery (4)

23 Rabbit runs over rock (5)

25 Treacherous person, but not with artist's support (5)


